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In this paper we consider the algebraic aspects of the theory of degenerate 
difference-differential equations. It will be shown that the fundamental algebraic 
concepts to be used are module theoretic. We have to consider similarity of 
polynomial matrices in one or more indeterminates. In the case of systems with 
commensurable lags the underlying modules have a simple structure, because 
the corresponding ring of scalars is the principal ideal domain of polynomials 
in one indeterminate. This fact makes it possible to prove a structure theorem 
for degenerate difference-differential equations with commensurable lags. 
This theorem shows that degenerate systems of this type essentially are trivial 
in the sense of Henry [15], i.e., the characteristic quasipolynomial is a polynomial. 
Further it is shown that coordinate transforms with “time lag” play an essential 
role for the construction of degenerate equations. The power of the method is 
demonstrated by some examples, some of which are equations with incom- 
mensurable lags. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF SOME KNOWN RESULTS 
For an historical account and a survey of known results up to 1974 we refer 
to [17]. Here we only give the definitions and results which are fundamental 
for the present paper. 
Since we consider continuous initial functions, the most general autonomous 
linear functional-differential equation of retarded type with bounded lag is given 
by 
T,$.) is a function of bounded variation on [--Y, 01. x(t; 4) denotes the solution 
of (1.1) through (0, +), # E C([--r, 01, P). A s a standard reference for the theory 
of equations like (1.1) one may consult the book [ 131. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. Given 4 E @“, q # 0, and t, > 0, Eq. (1 .I) is said to be 
degenerate with respect to q at t, if q*x(t; 4) = 0 for all t > t, and all 
+ E C([-Y, 01, F). If the “degeneracy time” t, is not emphasized we just speak 
of degeneracy with respect to q. 
In the following t, will denote the infimum of numbers t, such that (1.1) is 
degenerate with respect to q at t, . The set [td , 00) is the degeneracy set of 
Eq. (1.1) with respect to q. The next theorem gives a simple characterization of 
degenerate equations in terms of the characteristic matrix 
A(h) = XI - (” eAB d?)(B), h E @. 
--T 
THEOREM 1.1 ([17, Theorem 2.2). System (1 .l) is degenerate with respect to 
q E @“, q # 0, if and only if q* A-l(X) is an entire function. The number t, is 
given bv 
t, = II’: su; ; log j q*A-l( -u)i. 
f I 
(14 
It is important to note that A-l(x) is the Laplace-transform of the fundamental 
matrix Y(t) of Eq. (1.1) w ic h’ h is the matrix solution of (I. 1) corresponding to 
the initial value Y(t) = 0 for t E [-r, 0) and Y(0) = 1. 
In the special case of equation 
k(t) = -f B,x(t - jh), 
j=O 
h > 0, (1.3) 
there exists a rich algebraic theory of degeneracy (cf. for instance [2, 3, 9, 10, 
17, 21, 23, 241). The characteristic matrix for Eq. (1.3) is 
A(/\) = hl - B(p), 
Of course, the Bj are constant matrices. It will prove very useful to consider B(p) 
as a polynomial matrix in the indeterminate p. Then the characteristic quasi- 
polynomial for Eq. (1.3) can be considered as a polynomial in the indeterminates 
h > p: 
p(h, P) = det(U - B(P)) = h” + ol,&) P1 + *** + so(p), 
the olj(p) being polynomials in y. A. M. Zverkin obtained the following interesting 
result. 
THEOREM 1.2 ([24]). If Eq. (1.3) is degenerate with respect to some q E @“, 
q # 0, then the polynomial p(h, CL) = det()ll - B(p)) has a nonconstant divisor 
dependinn on X only. 
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For a proof of this theorem one may also consult [17](Theorem 3.1). Zverkin’s 
result immediately gives rise to the following question: “Is the divisor of p(A, p) 
mentioned in Theorem 1.2, or more generally, is any divisor of p(h, r-l) the 
characteristic (quasi) polynomial of a subsystem of (1.3) possibly after a suitable 
transformation ?” In Section 3 we shall prove that this question has a similar 
answer as in the case of ordinary differential equations. Moreover, in Section 5 
we shall see that the subsystem corresponding to the divisor of p(h, p) men- 
tioned in Theorem 1.2 itself is degenerate. 
The following theorem gives algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions for 
Eq. (1.3) to be degenerate. It is a straightforward generalization of the theorem 
given by Popov in [21] for the case m = 1 and was first proved in [2, Theorem 21 
using Popov’s approach. For different proofs see also [9, 171. In order to state 
the theorem we need some notation. Given Eq. (1.3), q E C” and a positive 
integer k we define the nk x nk and nk x mn matrices 
respectively, and the nk vector qk* = (O,..., 0, q*). Here we take B, = 0 forj > m. 
THEOREM 1.3 ([2]). &z&ion (1.3) is degenerate with respect to q E @“, q # 0, 
at t, = (k - 1)h if and only if there exists a positive integer 1, a nonzero vector 
v E Cz, and 1 x 1 matrix V and an 1 x n(k - 1) matrix R = (R, ,..., Ii,-,) with 
rank R = 1 (Rj being 1 x n) such that 
and 
v*(O, RI ,..., R,-,) = v*ehV(R, ,..., Rk-,), 
VR = RA,-, , 
RC,-, = 0 
q* = V*Rkpl. 
(1.5) 
(14 
Moreover, we have t, = (6 - 1)h where K” is the least positive integer k such that 
q,“A&‘, = 0, v = O,..., nk - 1. We always have & > 3. 
In [17], Theorem 3.3, instead of (1.6) we have the condition 
qk * = V*(o, RR, ,..., RkeI)(I - Ike’“) 
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where the nk x nk matrix Jk is given by 
J/c = 
0 0 
I\ \\ o\ \ 
I PA 
O- 0 I 0 
But using conditions (1.5) it can easily be verified that these two conditions are 
equivalent. 
On the basis of Theorem 1.3 there can be obtained a lot of results on 
the algebraic structure of degenerate quations of type (1.3) [2, 31. 
2. SIMILARITY OF POLYNOMIAL MATRICES 
In Section 5 of this paper we shall need some results on similarity of polynomial 
matrices. A very general theorem ([7, p. 1211) shows that the polynomial matrices 
A(p) and B(p) are similar, i.e., A(p) = S-l(p) B(p) S(p), S(p) unimodular, if 
and only if the matrices XI - A(p) and hl - B(p) are equivalent. But the latter 
are polynomial matrices in two indeterminates and equivalence results for such 
matrices cannot be obtained with the aid of elementary divisor theory as in the 
case of one indeterminate. This explains why it seems to be very difficult to give 
a complete set of similarity invariants even in the case of polynomial matrices 
in one indeterminate and why the results given in the literature and in this section 
are far from being complete. 
Similarity of polynomial matrices seems not to be dealt with explicitly in the 
literature. But these are related results on matrices with elements analytic in some 
domain of the complex plane or on noncompact Riemann surfaces (cf. for 
instance [IS] and the literature cited there). It seems to be possible to obtain the 
results on polynomial matrices needed in this paper from the results given in 
[18]. But due to the more general situation the approach in [18] uses function 
theoretic and differential geometric notions. Since we are in a somewhat simpler 
situation we can give a purely algebraic, i.e., module theoretic, proof of 
the results. 
The following notations are used in the sequel. C[tc] and @[A, ~1 denote the 
rings of polynomials in p and I\, CL, respectively, with coefficients in C. Cb] is a 
principal ideal domain which is not true for C[X, @J. But the latter ring still is a 
unique factorization domain. For the module theoretic concepts to be used we 
refer to [5-7, 16, 191. U&L] is the C[p] -module consisting of all n vectors x = 
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(xl,..., x”)=, xi E t&l. Th is module is a free module, a base being ei = (1, O,...,O)r, 
. . . . e, = (O,..., 0, 1)‘. Note that a base is a system of linearly independent 
generators of the module, but that n linearly independent vectors in @“[PI 
need not constitute a base. The U&]-module consisting of all k x I matrices 
with elements in Cb] is denoted by C&J]. G iven a base of P[p] then to every 
endomorphism Cn[p] --+ @“b] there uniquely corresponds a matrix in C,&J] 
and vice versa. A matrix A E C,,,[p] has an inverse in @,,&I if and only if it is 
unimodular, i.e., det A E C\(O). Let A be the matrix corresponding to an endo- 
morphism of C”[p] with respect to the base e, ,..., e, . If & = (t,, ,..., t&r ,..., 
t?* = (t,, )..., t,,JT, tij E Cb], is another base of @$J,], then a = T-lAT is the 
matrix corresponding to the same endomorphism but now with respect to 
* 
el ,..., en - . The matrix T = (tii) is invertible, because it corresponds to a coor- 
dinate transformation. In the following lemmas we state some fundamental 
results. 
LEMMA 2.1. Every submodule of @&I is a free module. 
This is a result valid for free modules over a principal ideal domain (cf. [16, p. 78; 
19, p. 1091). 
In contrast to vector space theory for a given submodule X of P[p] it may not 
be possible to find another submodule Y such that P[p] = X @ Y. But there 
is an important class of submodules having this property. Let a, ,..., a, be vectors 
in @‘@I. Then (al ,..., a,) denotes the submodule of P[p] generated by 
a, ,..., a, . 
LEMMA 2.2. Given A E @,,,[,L], let x1 ,..., xk be vectors in C”ij~] such that 
Ax, ,...) Ax, give a base of im A. Then 
C”[p] = ker A @ & (x,) . 
t 1 
(2.1) 
K=l 
Since the submodule im A of @+I is a free module by Lemma 2.1, (2.1) is a 
special case of a result for epimorphisms where the image is a free module 
(cf. [19, p. 1081). 
For a matrix A E C,,,[p] the characteristic polynomial det(XT - A) E @[A, /L] 
is denoted by xa . Given a polynomial p E G[X, ~1 and a matrix A E @n,nb] we 
define the matrix p(A) = p(A, p) E @,J~L] ( i.e., the indeterminate X is replaced 
by A). For later use we note 
LEMMA 2.3 (Cayley-Hamilton, cf. [19, p. 2461). For every matrix A E C,,,[,u] 
we have xA(A) = 0. 
The next theorem gives the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2. I. Given A E Q&L] let ,yA = p, p, with nonconstant relatively 
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prime monicpolynomialsp, , p, . Then there exists an unimodular matrix S E @,&.L] 
such that 
a = ,‘-1AS = (“,l 1:) (2.2) 
and xai = pi , i = 1,2. 
Proof. We define the matrix C = p,(A). The submodule ker C is a free 
module (Lemma 2.1) and has a base t?i ,..., I$ , 0 < r < n. By Lemma 2.2 we 
obtain the decomposition 
The vectors G,,, ,..,, Cc, constitute a base of im C. Let S be the matrix cor- 
responding to the change of bases e, ,..., e, -+ t?i ,..., E,, . Since ker C is A-in- 
variant, the matrix d = S-lAS must be of the form given in (2.2) with matrices 
4 E G,r[~l, 4 E L[P] and A,, E @T.s[p]. 
We have to prove xa = p, . Then automatically xa = pa , because p,p, = 
XA = X2 = XA,XA, * This can be seen as follows. We ionsider A and A as the 
matrix of an endomorphism of F(p) with respect to the bases e, ,..., e, and 
- , t$, , respectively. F(p) denotes the vector space of n vectors over the field 
?f ‘rational functions in CL. Then ker A in F(p) is also spanned by t?r ,..., Z,. . 
Therefore, according to vector space theory, xA, = p, . 
In general, we cannot choose the unimodular matrix S such that A,, = 0 
in (2.2). So it is an important question to give conditions which assure that A 
can be diagonalized according to the factorization of the characteristic poly- 
nomial. It is clear that we can choose S such that A,, = 0 if and only if 
ker p,(A) @ ker p,(A) = F[p]. We need some results on the submodules 
kerp(A),pEC[X, ~1. Note that kerp(A) in any case is an A-invariant submodule. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose f, g E @[A, p] and A E C,,,[p]. 
(a) f 1 g implies ker f (A) C ker g(A). 
(b) Let d be the greatest common divisor off andg. Then 
ker d(A) = ker f (A) n ker g(A). 
(c) Let v be the least common multiple off and g. Then there exists a nonzero 
polynomial w E C[p] such that 
w . ker v(A) C ker f (A) + ker g(A) C ker v(A) 
Proof. Since a=[/\, ~1 is an unique factorization domain, d and v are uniquely 
determined manic polynomials. The proof of part (a) is literally the same as in 
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the case of vector spaces. Considering (b) we note that there exist polynomials 
h, k E C[h, ~1 and a nonzero polynomial w E C[p] such that (cf. for instance 
PO, P. 1921) 
wd = hf + kg. (2.3) 
Since we have d / f and d / g, by part (a) we have 
ker d(A) C kerf(A) n ker g(A). 
Take x E kerf(A) n ker g(A). Then by (2.3) we obtain w . d(A) x = 0 and, 
since w f 0, also d(A) x = 0. Thus part (b) is established. By part (a) the rela- 
tions f / v and g / v imply 
kerf(A) + ker g(A) _C ker v(A). 
With relatively prime polynomials fi , g, we have v = fif = grg. There exist 
polynomials f2 , g, E @[h, ~1 and a nonzero polynomial w E C[p] such that 
f-0 = f&f1 + g2g1 (2.4) 
(again see [20, p. 1921). We define the matrices II, = f,(A) f,(A), II, = 
g,(A) g,(A). Then according to relation (2.4) we have 
II1 + II2 = WI. (2.5) 
By definition of fi , g, the matrices I& map ker v(A) into ker f (A) and ker g(A), 
respectively. Then by (2.5) it is clear that w . ker v(A) C ker f (A) + kerg(A). 
THEOREM 2.2. (a) Given A E C,,,[~L] suppose that x,, = p,p, with relatively 
prime polynomials p, and p, . Then there exists a nonzero polynomial w E C[p] 
such that 
w . C’$L] C kerp,(A) @ kerp,(A) C F[p]. (2.6) 
w may be taken as the unique manic polynomial of least degree in C[p] such that 
w = plql + p,q, with some polynomials q1 , q2 . We denote this polynomial by 5. 
(b) Under the assumptions of part (a) we have 
ker PM 0 kerp2(4 = Wd (2.7) 
if and only if II, = p,(A) q2(A) = zZff, , II, = p,(A) q,(A) = zEf12 with some 
matricesfll ,I”r, in C,Jp], where 6 = plql + p2q2 . 
I’roof. Since p, and p, are relatively prime, part (b) of Lemma 2.4 implies 
ker p,(A) n kerp,(A) = 0, i.e., the sum in (2.6) indeed is direct. Part (c) of 
Lemma 2.4 gives the inclusions in (2.6) if we note that ker xA(A) = C$L] 
(Lemma 2.3). The statement on the polynomial w is clear, because under the 
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assumptions of the theorem relation (2.4) takes the form w = p2q2 + p,q, , 
and all polynomials w appearing in such a relation constitute a principal ideal 
in Clj.~]. Therefore w may be taken as the manic generator of that ideal. 
In order to prove part (b) we first observe 
II, + I& = q I&l72 = n,II, = 0, I712 = @I71 , II22 = zx12. 
(2.8) 
Suppose that I& = Zzlpfi , i = 1, 2. Then fl, + f12 = I, fllflz = f12f11 = 0, 
pf,2 = nr , n2s = ns , i.e., fl, and f12 are complementary projections of C$L] 
to p,(A) and p,(A), respectively. This proves (2.7) 
Now suppose that (2.7) holds and it is not possible to write Ui = rijfli with 
I”ri E a=,,,~], i = 1,2. Th en we may assume that (2.8) holds with 6 + 1 and that 
the greatest common divisor of ei; and the elements of LIr and II, is 1. (2.7) 
implies the existence of complementary projections @i , a2 , dji : F[CL] --+ ker 
pi(A). Then it is easy to see that oir;rj = n,ai = 0, i # j. Then @i + @a = I 
and the first relation in (2.8) implies 
I7,@, = II, = m, and II,@, = I& = zi7Q2 ) 
which contradicts our assumption on l7i , 172 and 6. 
A simple sufficient condition for (2.7) to hold is elr = 1 which is true if and 
only if p, and pa do not have common zeros (Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, cf. for 
instance [22]). This remark gives the 
COROLLARY. If xa E @[A] then in Theorem 2.1 the unimodular matrix S may 
always be chosen such that A,, = 0. 
EXAMPLES. 1. A=(~:),xA=P~P~,P~=~-cL,P~=;\,~=~,~~=~, 
q2 = -1, p,(A) = (i -:), P,(A) = A, ker ~~(4 = <(h kerp2(4 = <(-ED- 
We haven, = p,(A) and 17, = -p,(A) w ic s h h h ows that A is not diagonalizable. 
2. A=(~~),p1=X--,pz=X,22==,q2=1,q1=-1,pl(A)=(00_~), 
p,(A) = A, n, = p,(A) = & i), 17, = -p,(A) = & -:). This example shows 
that 6 = 1 is only sufficient for A,, = 0. 
Suppose that A E C,,&] is a matrix such that XA E C[h], i.e., xA(X) = An + 
“n-lAn-l + ... + OL,,  CQ E C. Then xA(I\) = I$=, (h - h$j, where hi ,..., h, 
are the distinct roots of XA and rl + ... + pk. = n. By the Corollary of Theorem 
2.2, there exists an unimodular matrix S E U&&L] such that 
A = S-lAS = diag(A, ,..., AK) 
and XA, = (A - xi)-, j = I,..., k. Even in this case the situation is rather 
complicated if one tries to find canonical forms for the blocks Aj . In general, 
it is not possible to obtain a canonical form analogous to the Jordan canonical 
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form for constant matrices. The difficulties encountered are demonstrated by the 
following examples. 
3. The matrices 
and 
with xA = xe = A3 are not similar. It is not difficult to check that a matrix T 
with AT = TB cannot be unimodular. Note that AZ - A and AI - B have the 
same determinantal divisors and hence the same elementary divisors. 
4. The matrix 
with xA = A3 is not similar to any matrix of the form 
with LX, 6 E Q]. 
It is possible to give necessary and sufficient conditions which assure that a 
matrix A = A, + pA, + .** + p”A, E Q&L], Aj constant, is similar to a 
constant matrix. This constant matrix has to be similar to A,. We shall not use. 
such a criterion and therefore omit its statement. 
The following example shows that the general situation drastically changes if 
polynomial matrices in more than one indeterminate are considered. 
EXAMPLE 5 [ 181. 
A=(;; ;;), XA = $1P2 9 PI = 4 p, = h - p2 - 3, 
$44 = 4 zM4 = (,r Ti2), kerpd4 = ((T,)), 
kerp2(4 = (( r )). 
Suppose that Mi = ker p,(A) is a direct summand in C2[p, v], i.e., there exists a 
submodule M, such that Ml @ M, = C”b, v]. Consider the factor module 
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@sb, VI/M, isomorphic to Mr . For some polynomials OL, p E @b, V] we have 
(classes are indicated by bars) 
and 
i.e., YOL - &I = 1, which is a contradiction. Analogously, we see that ker p,(A) 
cannot be a direct summand in C2[11., v]. 
3. COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS WITH TIME LAG 
In order to apply the results of Section 2 for the investigation of difference- 
differential equations with commensurable lags we first have to clarify the rela- 
tionship between the equations 
2(t) = f B,x(t -j/z) (3.1) 
j=O 
and 
j(t) = 5 B,y(t -3) (3.2) 
j=O 
when the matrices B = B(p) = B, + ‘m* + pmB, and B = f)(p) = fi, + ... + 
em’&,, are connected by E) = SPBS, S E C,Jp] unimoddar. In detail we have 
s=s +..’ matric~swith+~k’S~.,S-l=TU+ ... + pkTk, the Sj and Tj being constant 
ToSo = SOT0 = I, to T,S,-, = to SjTrmj = 0, r = I, 2 ,..., (3.3) 
and (note 8, = 0 forj > m’) 
j = 0, l,... . (3.4) 
It is not difficult to guess that the solutions of (3.1) and (3.2) should somehow 
be connected by the following linear transformations which we consider as 
transformations in the space of piecewise continuous functions on R: 
(m)(t) = T&t) + ... + T&t - kh), t 6 R, (3.5) 
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and 
(7+y)(t) = Soy(t) + *** + &y(t - k’h), te[W. (3.6) 
Using (3.3) it is a simple computation that +rr-ly) = y and +(rrx) = x, i.e., v 
is one-to-one and T+ is its inverse. If x is continuous or differentiable on R 
then the same is true for TX. If x(t) = 0 on t < 01 then (?rx)(t) = 0 on t < LY. 
x(t) continuous, differentiable or = 0 on t > 8, respectively, implies the same 
properties of nx for t > /I + kh. Analogous statements hold for T+ with K 
replaced by k’. 
Given a function x(t) defined on R, we say that x(t) is a solution of (3.1) for 
t > to if the restriction of x(t) onto the interval [to - mh, co) is a solution of 
(3.1) with initial time to. 
LEMMA 3.1. If a function x(t) dejned on R is a solution of (3.1) for t > t,, 
then y(t) = (?rx)( t) is a solution of (3.2) at leastfor t > to + kh. 
Proof. The function y(t) is differentiable for t > to + kh. Using (3.5), 
(3.1), (3.6), and (3.4) in that order we obtain 
k m k’ 
j(t) = C C C T,B,Sjy(t - (; + v +j) h) 
= y(t - Kh) = g &y(t - Kh). 
K=O 
O&k 
0(&k’ 
@Q<m 
It is clear that for a special x(t) the function y(t) may be a solution of (3.2) for 
t > t, with tl < to even if x(t) is not a solution of (3.1) for t > tl . To see this 
change the role of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). 
Let L1 and L, denote the space of all solutions of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) on all of 
R, respectively. Then we have 
COROLLARY 1. The linear map rr defined in (3.5) induces a one-to-one map 
L, -+ L, . Moreover, r induces a one-to-one map between solution spaces of (3.1) 
and (3.2) corresponding to the same eigenvalue. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 (also applied to 7~~~) the function y(t) = (TX)(t) is in 
L, if and only if x ELM , which proves the first part of the corollary. The charac- 
teristic quasipolynomials of (3.1) and (3.2) are identical. Let ho be an eigenvalue 
with multiplicity r. Then a corresponding solution of (3.1) is x(t) = p(t) eAot 
where p(t) = pptP + ... is a polynomial with degree p < r - 1 (cf. [13]). It is 
easily checked that y = TX is of the form 
r(t) = n(t) @at, 
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the leading coefficient of the polynomial q being q,, = (T,, + T1e+h + ‘.. + 
T,e-“o”h)pO . Since S-l is unimodular we have qp # 0. This proves that q(t) is 
again of degree p. 
Corollary 1 to Lemma 3.1 shows that the structure of the generalized eigen- 
spaces of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) corresponding to the same eigenvalue (cf. [13]) is 
identical. 
In a second corollary we state a result on solutions which vanish in finite time. 
If a solution of Eq. (1 .l) with initial time to = 0 eventually becomes identically 
zero then it has to be zero for t > ti > 0 where the number t1 depends on the 
equation only [15]. Let us denote with a1 and 0~s the infimum of the numbers t, 
with the property stated above for Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. 
COROLLARY 2. We have the estimates 
011 < 0~2 + (k + it> h, 
~2 < 011 + (k + k') h. 
(3.7) 
The equality sign in both inequalities obtains if and only if S is constant. In this 
case we have 01~ = a2 . 
Proof. If S is constant then k + k’ = 0 and we have cyi = a+ . On the other 
hand equality in both relations of (3.7) gives a1 - 01~ = -(a1 - 01~), i.e., 
ai = or, and k + k’ = 0. 
We only have to prove the first inequality in (3.7). Suppose x(t) is a solution 
of (3.1) for t > 0 such that x(t) = 0 on t 3 01~ . Then by Lemma 3.1 the func- 
tion y(t) = (m)(t) is a solution of (3.2) for t > kh which becomes identically 
zero for t 3 0~~ + kh. But then it has to be identically zero for t > % + kh. 
Applying the map n-l we see that (dy)(t) = x(t) = 0 for t > 01~ + (k + k’) h, 
i.e., cu, < 012 + (k + k’)h. 
A case of special interest occurs if one of the equations (3.1) or (3.2), say (3.1), 
is an ordinary differential equation. Then 01~ = 0 and 01~ < (k + k’)h. Another 
interesting case obtains if det B, # 0. Then a1 = -mh and cl, < (k + k’ -m)h. 
Remurk. With obvious modifications all the results of this section up to this 
point remain valid if instead of Eq. (3.1) (and (3.2)) the more general equation 
is considered. Now instead of B(p) we have the polynomial matrix 
in p indeterminates and instead of S we have to consider unimodular matrices 
over the ring @h ,..., ~~1. 
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If we combine the results of Section 2 with Lemma 3.1 then we obtain 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that for Eq. (3.1) we have xe = p:l ...pts with 
irreducible and relatively prime manic polynomials pi . Then to each pj there exists 
an t&nodular matrix S (depending on j) such that for Eq. (3.2) we have C([-m’h, 
O],Cn)=Cl@Cz h w ere Cl = C([-m’h, 01, W), C, = C([-m’h, 01, @+‘Q), 
nj = kj x (degree of pj with respect o A) and C, is invariant with respect o (3.2). 
Proof. We only have to take S such that 
with xBll = pp. This is possible according to Theorem 2.1. 
Remark. Example 1 of Section 2 shows that in general S cannot be chosen 
such that also C, is invariant for (3.2). But this is always the case if xr, E C[h] 
(Theorem 2.2). Theorem 3.1 is not valid for equations with noncommensurable 
lags (cf. Example 5 of Section 2). 
There is a special class of neutral equations which may be reduced to a retarded 
equation by means of transformations like (3.5) and (3.6). Equation 
1 x(t) + 2 Cix(t - jh) = f B,x(t - jh) 
j=l j-0 
(3.9) 
is said to be pseudoneutral if the matrix C(p) = I + & + ... + pkCk is 
unimodular, C-l(,) = I + PD, + ... + pk’Dk, . If x(t) is a solution of (3.9) for 
t > 0 then it is easily seen that 
y(t) = x(t) + clx(t - h) + ... + C,x(t - kh) 
is a solution of 
j(t) = f Bjy(t - jh) 
j=O 
for t > 0, where 
&4 = B(P) C-%4 
(3.10) 
(B(p) = B, + ... + PUB,,, , B(p) = so + ... + $rr&). Note that y(t) is 
differentiable for t > 0 (cf. [14]). If on the other hand, y(t) is a solution of (3.10) 
.505/2411-8 
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for t > 0 then x(t) = y(t) + D, y(t - h) + ... + D,, y(t - K’h) is a solution of 
(3.9) for t > 0. The characteristic matrix of Eq. (3.9) is 
w4 - %4 = w - B(P) c-w C(P), p = e-Ah. 
Since C(p) is unimodular, Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) have the same eigenvalues. 
It is obvious that these remarks on neutral equations remain valid for equations 
with incommensurable lags. 
4. CONSTRUCTIONS FOR DEGENERATE DIFFERENCE-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Of course, linear ordinary differential equations are not degenerate. But many 
known examples of degenerate difference-differential equations can be reduced 
to an ordinary differential equation via a transformation of the type considered 
in the preceding section. Therefore, degeneracy must be a special case of a 
property which also makes sense for ordinary differential equations and which, 
is invariant with respect to transformations of type (3.5). In [17], Theorem 2.1, 
it was shown that degeneracy of equation (1.1) with respect to 4 at t, is equivalent 
to q*Y(t) = 0 on t > t, , where Y(t) is the fundamental matrix solution of (1.1). 
The suitable generalization of this property in case of Eq. (3.1) is 
!7*vw@) + .*. + R,Y(t - kh)) = 0 on t 3 ti , (4.1) 
R=R,+ ... + pkRk being an I x n matrix and Q E Cz. We first give a charac- 
terization of this property analogous to that for degeneracy. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Y(t) denote the fundamental matrix solution of Eq. (3.1) 
andR = R,+ ... + p”R, be an 1 x n matrix. Then (4.1) holdsfor some t, > 0 if 
and only if 
q*R(ecAh) A-l(h), h E 62, (4.2) 
is an entire function (A(h) = XI - x.j”=, Bje-ihA). Moreover, the smallest number tl 
possible in (4.1) is 
t, = lfn~~ h log 1 q*R(euh) A-‘(-u)i. 
- 9 
(4.3) 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is quite analogous to that given in [17] 
for Theorem 2.2. We denote the left-hand side of (4.1) with F(t). The Laplace- 
transform &‘(A) of F(t) is given by 
p(A) = q*R(e-Ah) A-l(X). 
If (4.1) holds then p(h) = sJ t1 ecAtF(t) dt is an entire function. Now suppose that 
$‘(A) is entire. Then it is a function of exponential type and squareintegrable 
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along the imaginary axis (see, for instance, [I 71). By an application of the Paley- 
Wiener theorem cited in [17](Lemma 2.1) we obtain (4.1) and (4.3). 
COROLLARY. If m = 0, i.e., (3.1) is an ordinary differential equation, then 
(4.1) is equivazent to 
q*(R, + R,eehBO + .+. + RkeWkhBO) = 0. (4.4) 
Proof. In this case Y(t - jh) = u(t - jh) eBo(t-ih), where u(t - jh) = 0 on 
t < jh and = 1 on t > jh. Therefore q*(R,Y(t) + ... + R,Y(t - Ah)) = 
q*(Ro + ... + R,e-“hBO) eBot for t 3 kh and the result follows by regularity of 
e&J. 
Also Zverkin’s result stated in Theorem I .2 holds for property (4.1). 
THEOREM 4.2. If (4.1) holds OY equivalently q*R(e-Ah) O-l(X) is entire and if 
q*R(p) $ 0 then the polynomial p(h, p) = det(h1 - B(p)) has a nonconsant 
divisor s&A) E C[h]. 
Proof. We have 
q*R(/-#I - %4)-l = ((A@, PM P(A /4),-v (P&t PM Pb 14)) 
with polynomials p,(h, CL) E C[/\, ~1. At least one p,(h, CL) is not identically zero, 
because q*R(,u) is not identically zero. The rest of the proof is the same as that 
for Theorem 3.1 in [I 71. One point needs some attention. Following the proof 
in [I 71 we arrive atpj = dsj andp = ds,, , s,, E C[h]. Since also in the case treated 
here the degree of pi with respect to X is less than the degree of p with respect to A, 
the polynomial s, cannot be constant. 
We now consider again the situation of Section 3, i.e., we consider Eqs. (3.1) 
and (3.2) connected by B = SVBS, S unimodular. The characteristic matrices 
for Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are d(h) = hl - B(ecAh) and J(“(h) = /\I - B(e-Ah), 
respectively. 
LEMMA 4.1. For q E Q? the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) q* d-l(A) is entire. 
(ii) q*S(e-Ah) &l(X) is entire. 
Proof. We have (with p, = e-Ah)d”-l(h) = S-l d-r(X)S. Therefore, if 
q* d-l(h) = q*SS-1 O-l(X) is entire, this is also true for q* d-l(X) S = 
q*S &l(h). On the other hand, if q*S&l(X) is entire, so is q*S&l(A) S-l = 
q* d-l(h). 
We now immediately have the following theorem which is the basis for many 
constructions. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let P(t) denote the fundamental matrix solution of Eq. (3.2). 
Then Eq. (3.1) is degenerate with respect o q E 0 if and only if 
q*(S,P(t) + ... + S,, P(t - k’h)) z 0 on t >, t, (4.5) 
with some t, > 0. Moreover, t, = ?h and t, = rh with r < r” + k, r” < r + k’. 
Proof. Degeneracy of Eq. (3.1) with respect to q by Theorem 1. I is equivalent 
to statement (i) of Lemma 4.1 and therefore equivalent to statement (ii) of that 
lemma which by Theorem 4.1 is equivalent to (4.5). The statements about t, 
and t, are clear by formulas (4.3) and (1.2). The estimates follow from q* d-l(h) = 
q*S(e-Ah) a-l(h) S-l(e-Ah) and q*S(e-“h) &‘(A) = q* d-l(X) S(e-Ah). 
Theorem 4.3 is useful for the construction of degenerate systems only if it is 
possible to replace condition (4.5) by algebraic conditions involving the matrices 
Bj . The most important case occurs if m’ = 0, i.e., Eq. (3.2) is an ordinary 
differential equation. An application of the Corollary of Theorem 4.1, imme- 
diately gives 
COROLLARY I. If m’ = 0 then Eq. (3.1) is degenerate with respect o q if and 
only if 
q*(S, + S,eCh4 + ... + Sk,e-“‘hfro) = 0. 
In case of degeneracy we have t, < (k’ + k)h. 
The estimate for t, follows from the estimate given in Theorem 4.3 and 
r” < k’ which is true because &l(h) = (M - 8,)-l. 
But there are also other possibilities which we want to indicate in 
COROLLARY 2. Let q*Si = 0 for j > 1 3 1 and suppose that there exists a 
constant matrix M such that 
P(t - jh) = Mt-j P(t - lh), j = O,..., 1 - 1, (4.7) 
for t > Fh. Then Eq. (3.1) is degenerate with respect o q if 
q*(S,M7 + ... + S,-,M + S,) = 0. (4.8) 
This condition is also necessary if Eq. (3.2) is not degenerate with respect o any 
vector in C”. Moreover, we have t, = rh with r < r” + k. 
Proof. Since P(t) is analytic on intervals ( jh, ( j + l)h), relations (4.7) must 
hold for t >, Fh with some integer r” if they are true for t 3 t, > 0. Under the 
assumptions given in the corollary we have 
q*(S,P(t) + ... + S,,P(t - k’h)) = 4*(&M’+ ... + S,-,M + S,)P(t-lh) = 0 
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on t 2 Gz. This proves that (4.8) is sufficient for (4.5) to hold. Condition (4.8) 
is also necessary if P(t - h) is not singular for all 1 3 i%, which is true under 
the given conditions. Note, that even if Eq. (3.2) does not have the degeneracy 
property, the matrix P(t) can be singular at some points but not on a set t 3 t, 
(cf. [17], Theorem 2.1). The estimate for td readily follows from the estimate 
given in Theorem 4.3. 
It is clear that Corollary 1 is contained in Corollary 2, the matrix M being 
eh*o. The simplest way t 0 use Corollary I is to take S = I - @? or S-i = 
I + ~LZ with Z nilpotent. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let the matrices B, and Z begiven and take h > 0. Suppose that 
Z is nilpotent of index 1 (i.e. Z”-l # 0 and Zl = 0). 
(a) Define B, = B,Z - ZB, , Bj+l = B,Z, j = 1, 2 ,..., 1 - 1. Then Eq. 
(3.1) is degenerate with respect o q if and only if 
q*eikBo = q*Z. 
In case of degeneracy we have td < lh. 
(b) Define 
Bl = B,,Z - ZB, , B,+l = -ZBj, j = 1, 2 ,..., 1 
Then Eq. (3.1) is degenerate with respect o q if (4.9) and 
q*z2 = 0 
hold. In case of degeneracy we have td = 2h. 
(4.9) 
1. (4.10) 
(4.11) 
Proof. We take ni = 0 and 8, = B,, . In case (a) we have S = I - PZ, 
S-l = I + FZ + .‘. + pr-rZz-l. Therefore, according to Theorem 4.3, 
Corollary 1, degeneracy of Eq. (3.1) * is e q uivalent to q*(I - Ze-hBo) = 0 which is 
(4.9). The estimate for td follows from the estimate given in Theorem 4.3, 
Corollary 1. 
In case (b) we have S = I - PZ + *.. + (- 1)z-1 ,u~-~Z~-~ and S-i = Z + ~.LZ. 
Conditions (4.9) and (4.11) are sufficient for (4.6). From q* d-l(h) = q*(I - 
e-AfiZ)(hl - B,)-‘(I + e-Ah.Z) and (1.2) we obtain t, < 2h. But t, < 2h is not 
possibIe for Eq. (3.1) (cf. for instance [17], Theorem 3.2). 
If conditions (4.9) and (4.11) are satisfied then in general we obtain two 
different equations which are degenerate with respect to q. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
BO=[ 8 $, Z= (-; -i-O;), q*=(O,O,I), h-2. 
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One easily checks that P # 0, 2s = 0 and that (4.9), (4.11) hold. In case (b) 
of Theorem 4.4 we obtain the example given in [2, p. 3021. The construction 
of (a) gives a different equation (3.1) with B, and 
and Bj = 0 forj 3 4. This equation is degenerate with respect to q with t, = 3h. 
The statement on td can be seen from 
i 
1 - cc - p2 + p” + 4 -3p + 2p2 + p”) T 
q*Lf-l(h) = -CL2 + CL3 + X(1 - & + 2p2 + p3) 
1 
, p = ,+A. 
- &tL + ;p3 + q&J2 + &p3) + A2 
Theorem 4.4, part (b) is very similar to Theorem 3 of [2] for strongly regular 
equations. According to the definition given in [2] Eq. (3.1) is said to be strongly 
regular for q if 
(i) (3.1) is degenerate with respect to q with t, == 2h, 
(ii) the pair (q*, B,) is observable, and 
(iii) the pair (B, , (B, ,..., B,)) is controllable. 
Then according to Theorem 3 of [2] there exists a matrix 2 such that (4.9) 
(4.11) hold and the Bj are given as in (4.10) with ZB, = 0. By the remark given 
in [2], Eq. (3.1) is d g e enerate with respect to q with td = 2h if (4.9) and (4.11) 
hold and if the Bj are constructed according to (4.10) with ZB,, = 0. But then 
Eq. (3.1) need not to be strongly regular for q. 
The main difference between these two theorems concerns the matrix 2. 
In Theorem 4.4 we demand 2 to be nilpotent which is not the case in Theorem 3 
of [2]. But in Theorem 3 of [2] we have the condition ZB, = 0 which merely 
demands that the matrices in the sequence Bj+l = (- l>j .FB, eventually become 
zero, which in the case of Theorem 4.4 automatically is true. 
We first prove a theorem which shows that the construction in Theorem 3 of 
[2] essentially is a construction with nilpotent Z and then give an example of a 
construction with Z not nilpotent. The equation will not be strongly regular. 
On the other hand, all known examples of strongly regular equations are con- 
structed with nilpotent Z. This is not by chance as we shall see. 
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THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that there exists a matrix Z such that 
q*z2 = 0, (4.12) 
B, = BJ-ZB,, Bi+l = -ZB) , j = 1, 2 ,..., (4.13) 
and 
Bj = 0 for j > m + 1 with some m > 1. (4.14) 
Then there exists a coordinate transformation such that (to the transformed quantities 
there is a h attached) 
2 = diag(Z, , Z,) 
with Z, a nilpotent n, x n, matrix and Z, regular, 
n^* = (ql*, O), 416 c-9 
q1*z,2 = 0, 
B,, an n, x n1 matrix, 
Bi=(Bd:, :I, j-l,2 ,..., Bj,ann,~n,matrix, 
and 
Bll = BolZl - ZIBol , Bj+l,l = -Z,Bi, , j = 1, 2 ,..., 
Cl = CJ2 - ZlCcl , Cj+l = -ZICj , j = I,2 ,.... 
If in addition to (4.12)-(4.14) we haae (4.9) then 
Ql 
*ehBol = ql*Z, and ql*D = 0 
where D is the block in the matrix eh*o built by the$rst n, rows and last n-n, columns. 
Proof. We choose a coordinate transformation such that Z has the form given 
in the theorem. Then (4.12) implies n, > 0, g* = (ql*, 0) and q1*Z12 = 0. 
The construction of the matrices Bj , j = 2, 3,..., (4.14) and the special form of 
Z immediately give the form of the matrices & , j = 1, 2,..., and the relations 
4+1.1 = -Z,B, , C,+l = -ZICj , j 3 1. If we write 
then the first equation in (4.13) is equivalent to 
%I-& - ZP,, = 4, , 
c,z, - z,c, = Cl ) 
J302Z2 - -W,, = 0, 
xz, - z,x = 0. 
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The last equation implies X = 0, because 2, and 2, do not have common 
eigenvalues (cf. for instance [ll, p. 2041). This proves the special form of &, 
given in the theorem. The condition q*ehBo = q*Z written in detail for the 
transformed quantities is qI*ehBO1 = ql*ZI and ql*D = 0. 
From the proof given above it is clear that the first part of Theorem 4.5 remains 
valid if instead of (4.12) we have q*Z”+’ = 0 with some p > 0. 
Theorem 4.5 shows that under the given assumptions Eq. (3.1) is built of 
two subsystems, one is a degenerate equation and the other is an ordinary 
differential equation. 
COROLLARY. (a) Let assumptions (4.9) and (4.12~(4.14) hold. Ifn = 2 then 2 
is nilpotent. 
(b) If Eq. (3.1) is strongly regular for q then 2 is nilpotent. 
Proof. If n = 2 and 2 is not nilpotent then the degenerate subsystem would 
be of dimension one which is impossible. If (3.1) is strongly regular, then by 
Theorem 3 of [2] we have (4.9) and (4.12)-(4.14). Since (B,, (B, ,..., B,)) is 
controllable, the same should be true for (8,) (8, ,..., 8,)) which obviously is 
not the case. 
EXAMPLE 2. The following equation is an example for the construction given 
by Asner and Halanay with 2 not nilpotent: 
B,= (pj j, Bl+ ; -a,S), 
B,= (:I: :::;a), Bj=O for j>3, 
2ln2-l1 
‘= 2ln2 ’ 
h = In 2, 
!?* = (l,O,O), t, = 2h. 
Note that the degenerate subsystem is Zverkin’s example of a two-dimensional 
degenerate quation [24] and that the equation contains one free parameter. 
A construction in the spirit of Theorem 4.3, Corollary 2, was given by Asner 
in [l] where we find the following. 
LEMMA 4.2 ([I]). Suppose that in Eq. (3.2) we haereBj = ajEj, j > 1, w with 
(uj E @ and E a nilpotent matrix of index m’ + 1 which commutes with 8, . Define 
i-l 
4 = &,, ~~ = B, + c ,je-jhDi-jEi, i = 2,..., 171’ + 1. - 
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Then 
P(t) = ehDm’+lp(t - h) for t>(m’+l)h. (4.15) 
Remark. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 we have det(hl - B(p)) = 
det(h1 - 8,). Equation (3.2) is not degenerate with respect to any vector 
according to a result by Brooks and Schmitt [8]. 
We now obtain analogously to Theorem 4.4: 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose l?(p) to be as in Lemma 4.2 and take an n x n nil- 
potent matrix Z of index 1. 
(a) Define B,, = -f), and 
B, = BJ - ZB, + CX~E, 
Bjfl = BjZ + ~l~+~Ej+’ - cijZEi, j = 1, 2,.... 
Then Eq. (3.1) is degenerate with respect o q if and only if 
q*e’h,+~ = q*ze (4.16) 
In case of degeneracy we have t, < (m’ + Z)h. 
(b) Dejne B, = 8, and 
B, = B,Z - ZB, + CL,E, 
Bj+l = -ZB, + c~+~Ej+l  ajEjZ, j = 1, 2,.... 
Then Eq. (3.1) is degenerate with respect o q if(4.16) and 
q*z2 = 0. (4.17) 
If degeneracy occurs then we have td < (m’ + 2)h. 
Proof. We take &A) = &, + CX,~LE + ... + CX~~~~‘E”‘. In case (a) we have 
S=I-pz,s-l=I+pz+ ... + t~~-~Z”-r. Therefore, according to Theorem 
4.3, Corollary 2, Eq. (3.1) is degenerate with respect to q if and only if 
q*(ehDA’+l - Z) = 0. 
Note that Eq. (3.2) is not degenerate with respect to any vector. The estimate for 
t, follows from the estimate given in Theorem 4.3, Corollary 2, since by Lemma 
4.2wehaveF = m’+ 1. 
In case (b) we have S = I - PZ + ... + (- l)“-l pz-lZz-l and S-l = I + pZ. 
Conditions (4.16) and (4.17) are sufficient for (4.8). Since k = 1 and ? = m’ + 1 
we obtain td < (m’ + 2)h. 
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If it is clear that in Theorem 4.4(b) and Theorem 4.6(b) the condition q*.P = 0 
can be replaced by q*.Z”+l = 0, p 3 1, if instead of conditions (4.9) and (4.16) 
we have 
qye~hBo _ ze(“-l)hBo + ... + (-1)“Z”) = 0 
and 
q*(eeL’t’ _ ze(“-mn’+’ + . . . + (-l)“Z’) = 0, 
respectively. The estimates for t, are t, < ( p + 1)h and t, < (m’ + p + 1)/z, 
respectively. 
EXAMPLE 3. Take the equation of Example 2 and define 
Then B,E = EB, , E2 = 0, 
23 = 0 
and 
4, + PB, + P% = (I- 4 + CL~Z~)(B,, + PE)(I + $7. 
We have the situation of Lemma 4.2 with m’ = 1, i.e. (4.15) holds for t > 2h 
with D, = B, + e-hSoE and 
eh4. _ - 
Forq*=(1,0,0)wehaveq*Z2#0,q*Z3=Oand 
q*(e2hDa - ZehDe + Z”) = q* 
The estimate t, < (m’ + p + I) h = 4h is not sharp. We already know t, = 2h. 
Since Theorem 4.3 and its Corollaries with obvious modifications remain 
valid if instead of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) equations of the more general type (3.8) are 
considered, we obtain constructions for degenerate equations with noncom- 
mensurable lags. We just give two examples. 
Given B,, , q and h, > 0, take an n x n matrix Z such that Z2 # 0, Z3 = 0 
and 
q*ehlBo = q*Z. o*z2 = 0. 
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With the unimodular matrix S = I - t+Z + pzZ2 define 
(Sr = I + ~~2 - pzZ2 + pr2Z2). Then the equation 
n(t) = Box(t) + B+(t - h,) + B&x(t - 2h,) + &yx(t - 3h,) 
+ B&t - h, - 4 + B2& - 24 - h,) + BOl@ - A,) + 4J24t - 2h2) 
(Bij is the coefficient of plipzi in B(p, , p2), B,, = B, is degenerate with respect 
to q for arbitrary h, > 0. We have the estimate t, < max(3h, , h, + h,). 
EXAMPLE 4. If we choose B ,, , q, h, = h and Z as in Example 1 we obtain 
Bl,,=(-;~;-;5), B20=~;~3, 
B,,= (T; J; -!ky), B,,= (4 4 ?;), 
B,,= (-i; -y -ii:), B,,= (1: :;; Oj 
and B,, = -B,, . Calculation of q* d-l(X), which is a rather tedious task, and 
application of formula (1.2) gives t, = max(6, 2 + h,). 
Of course, it. is not essential to have Z3 = 0. We only have to demand Z to 
be nilpotent with index > 3. Instead of S given above we also may take S = 
I - PlZ + P2Z2 + Pl 2Z2 or S = I - p.,Z - p2Z2 etc. Each choice gives another 
degenerate quation. 
A construction working with two matrices 2, , Z, is as follows. Let a matrix 
B, and matrices Z, , Z, be given such that S = I -plZ1 - p2Z2 is unimodular in 
Cn,n[pl , ~~1. Define B = B(pl , p2) = SB,$F. Then the equation built with this 
matrix B is degenerate with respect to q if 
q*p - ZlehlB~ - Z2e-h2BO) 1 0. (4.18) 
For instance, S will be unimodular if Zr2 = Z22 = ZJ, = Z,Z, = 0, S-l = 
I + plZ1 + p2Z2 . Examples of this type may be obtained in the following way. 
Choose independent n vectors c, d such that q* = c*e-J@o + (c* + d*) e--hello 
c* and d* are independent. Let r be the unique solution of 
q*r = 1, c*r = 0, d+r = 0 
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and define 2, = YC*, 2, = Y(C* + d*). Then 2, 2 = .z,z = ZJ, = z,.zl = 0 
and (4.18) trivially holds. 
EXAMPLE 5. Take 
The choice c* = (l,O, 0), d* = (-1, 1, -1) gives 
and 
q* = (1, 1 -h,, -l), y* = + 
l( 
0, -1, -1) 
The nonzero matrices of corresponding Eq. (3.8) are B,,, = B, and 
The equation is degenerate with respect to q with t, = max(2hr , h, + A,), 
which can be seen from (pi = e@iA) 
!?*w~) = & (A - $ Pl + &A 1 - $2 - p1 + $,p2 + A(1 - h,); 
1 
Note that for fixed h, , degeneracy occurs with respect to a fixed vector q for ail 
h, > 0. The matrices of the equation are independet of ha . 
EXAMPLE 6. Take the same matrix B, as in Example 5, but c* = (I, 1, 0), 
d* = (0, I, -1). This gives q* = (2, 3 - CX, -I), where 01 = h, + h, , and 
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r* = +(l, -1, -1). Th e nonzero matrices of the corresponding equation of 
type (3.8) are B,, = B, and 
B,,=2 1 
1 2-l 
t -1 -2 1 1 . 
-1-2 1 
This equation is degenerate with respect to 4 for all nonnegative h, , h, with 
hi + h, > 0. Note that q and the matrices of the equation depend on h, + h, . 
Inspection of q* d-l(h) shows t, = 2 . max(h, , h,). 
We conclude this section with a result on pseudoneutral equations. 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose Eq. (3.9) is pseudoneutral. Define k(p) = 8, + ... + 
@km. = C-l(,) B(p). Then Eq. (3.9) is degenerate with respect o q ;f and only 
if the equation 
j(t) = 2 k,y(t - jh) 
.i=O 
(4.19) 
is degenerate with respect o q. Let t, and 2, denote the “degeneracy time” for Eqs. 
(3.9) and (4.19), respectively. Then t, < fd + k’h. 
Proof. By the results of Section 3 degeneracy of (3.9) is equivalent to the 
following property: For every solution y(t) of Eq. (3.10) for t >, 0 we have 
q*( r(t) + D, r(t - h) + ... + D,, y(t - k’h)) = 0 on t 3 t, . (4.20) 
Note that k(p) = B(p) C-Q) is the B-matrix corresponding to Eq. (3.10). 
By Theorem 4.3, property (4.20) is e q uivalent to degeneracy of Eq. (4.19) with 
respect to q. To see this identify (3.10) with (3.2) (4.19) with (3.1) and C-i(,) 
with S(p). These identifications also show &L) = C(p) k(p) C-l(p), i.e., 
kc,) = C-W B(P)- Th e estimate for td is obtained from the estimate given in 
Theorem 4.3 for t, . 
Theorem 4.7 in some sense generalizes a result given in [ 1, Theorem 41. Note 
that the construction given in [4] gives degenerate neutral equations which in 
general are not pseudoneutral. 
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5. STRUCTURE OF DEGENERATE DIFFERENCE-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH 
COMMENSURABLE LAGS 
In Section 1 we stated Zverkin’s important necessary condition for degeneracy 
of Eq. (3.1) (Th eorem 1.2) and posed the question for the meaning of the poly- 
nomial divisor contained in the characteristic quasipolynomial (considered as 
polynomial in two indeterminates). The answer is contained in 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that Eq. (3.1) is degenerate with respect to q f 0 
and that det(AZ T B(p)) = pr(A, CL) pa(A) such that p, does not contain a factor 
depending on X only. Then there exists an unimodular matrix S E Q&L] such that 
the B-matrix B(p) of Eq. (3.2) is of the form 
&) = S-~B(/L) S = (“$) ;$),, 
where the B&L) are n, x ni matrices with n2 > 0, ni = degree of pi with respect 
to h and det(hl - B&L)) = pi , i = 1, 2. M oreover, the equation corresponding 
to the block B&L) is degenerate with respect to some vector q2 E CQ, whereas the 
equation corresponding to Bl(p) is not degenerate with respect to an-y vector in 
C”1. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2 it is clear that we can write the characteristic quasi- 
polynomial in the form supposed in the theorem with nonconstant p, E C[h]. 
Then, again by Theorem 1.2, it is obvious that the equation corresponding to 
B1(p) cannot have the degeneracy property. By Theorem 2.1 we always can obtain 
the form (5.1) for the transformed equation. We only have to prove the assertion 
concerning the equation associated with B&L). 
For simplicity of the proof later on we choose a constant matrix T with 
det T # 0 such that q* = q*T = (0, q2*), where q2* = (1, O,..., 0) E C”?. Since 
for T-lB(p)T also the assumptions of the theorem hold, we can choose an uni- 
modular matrix S such that B)(p) = SFT-lB(p) TS has the form given in (5.1). 
Degeneracy of Eq. (3.1) with respect to q implies that q* O-l(A) is entire 
(Theorem 1 .l), or equivalently by Lemma 4.1 (with TS instead of S), that 
q*TS(e-Ah) A-r(h) = P*S(eeAh) &l(h) is entire. (5.2) 
We write S = (U, I’) with n x n, and n x n2 matrices U and I’, respectively. 
Then 
q*S&(X) = (Q*U(U - B&))-l, s”*U&,(A, /L) + q*V(hl - B&J))-l), 
where we take 
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Equation (5.2) implies that q*U(e-Ah)(/V - B,(c~~))-~ is entire. Suppose 
q*U(p) 9 0. Then by Th eorem 4.2 we obtain that det (Al - B,(p)) = p,(h, p) 
must have a nonconstant divisor dependent on X only. By choice of p,(X, /A) this 
is impossible. Therefore we have 
q*u(p) E 0 (5.3) 
and 
q”“S&l(h) = (0, q*v(p)(xI - B&L))-l), 
where g*V(e-“h)(hl - Bz(e-Ah))-l has to be entire. We also have 
because Q*V(p) = 0 together with (5.3) would imply p*S(p) = 0 which is 
impossible since q* # 0 and S(p) is unimodular. Let V:(P) denote the (nr + 1)st 
row of V(p). Then according to (5.3) and the special form of 4” the (n, + 1)st 
row of S(p) must be (0, z)(p)). 
Since S(p) is unimodular the greatest common divisor of the elements in the 
(121 + I)st row must be 1 or, equivalently, 1 is the greatest common divisor of 
the elements of V(P). There exists an unimodular na x n2 matrix P(p) such 
that V(P) is the first row of P(p)(cf. for instance [12, p. 1851). Then we have 
q*V(y) = ~:P(P) and 
q2*P(ecAh)(XI - BZ(e-Ah))-l is entire. (5.4) 
This shows that the equation corresponding to B&CL) = P(p) II&) P-l(p) is 
degenerate with respect to ~a (cf. Theorem 1 .l and Lemma 4.1). To complete 
the proof we only have to take 
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